MONSTER BIKE!
You must design a special vehicle to be sold to a specific audience. The monsterpowered vehicle you make is for use by a specific monster…
The monster:
o Is as tall as three people
o Weighs 300 pounds
o Has three very long arms
o Has no eyes
o Uses his front antennae to feel his way around
o Gets seasick when he leans forward
o Can hear very well
o Has a very large bottom
o Likes to ride over rocky and hilly surfaces
o Has very short legs and small feet
o Has a very delicate head
o Has very large hands
Procedure:
1. Brainstorm a list of features that your vehicle will have, keeping in mind that your
monster will be riding it. It does not have to look anything like a human bike, and
there are no limitations or restrictions on how the vehicle looks or what it is made of.
Be creative!
Things to think about:
o Materials – What should it be made of? Will it be strong enough to hold a
monster?
o Function – Will the monster be able to use it properly? Be careful, the monster
does not have the same features as a human!
o Looks – will the monster like the finished product?
2. In the chart attached, write down four of the most important features that your
monster-powered vehicle will have, and why they are important for the monster or
why the monster would like them.
3. Draw a prototype of your monster bike on the big paper. It does not have to be
perfect, but you should be able to explain the features on it and why you included
them. Be creative, there are no limitations or restrictions!
4. Think of a catchy slogan that will sell your vehicle to the monster.
5. Choose two of the features on your monster vehicle with the class as if you were
selling it to the monster.

Feature on Bike

Why you included the feature
(Why the monster needs it)

